The Campus Speaker
The Case
You are an administrator team at a prestigious public university, in charge of coordinating student
groups and events. A right-wing club on campus has proposed bringing a controversial speaker to
campus, whose presence on college campuses has allegedly led to incidents of violence in the
past. Many oppose the speaker’s event and claim that the speaker incites hate speech and targets
specific individuals and groups. The club invokes its First Amendment rights to free speech in
justifying bringing the speaker to the school for the purpose of promoting political debate. As the
event approaches, members of your campus community start protesting the speaker’s presence.
Students and faculty members have called on the administration to cancel the event. Local police
forces gather intelligence that some outside groups may resort to violent protests on the day of the
event. You and the rest of the administration must decide how to handle the situation.
With your group, come to a consensus about how you would handle the situation:

A. Cancel the event. The speaker should not be given a platform to deliver what could
be hate speech targeting members of the student body.

B. Cancel the event. Safety is a priority and the police intelligence suggests that the
event could endanger the campus.

C. Allow the event to proceed as planned and provide safety measures to the campus

group to ensure that the speaker, event attendees, and the campus community are
protected from potential violence.

D. Allow the event to proceed as planned but hold the campus group hosting the event
responsible for providing and paying for adequate safety measures.

E. Suggest a different solution.
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Think About This
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider the different actors in this case: the administration, the campus group hosting
the event, the speaker, students, parents, and any others you might think of. What are
each of their interests, and what might they do to protect them?
When should the First Amendment be limited, if at all?
Should there be a hate speech exception to the First Amendment?
Which freedoms guaranteed in the First Amendment could come into conflict in this case?
How would you expect different groups to react to the event being canceled? The event
proceeding?
Are there any alternative tactics students who oppose the speaker’s point of view could
use other than calling to cancel the event? Should they use them?
The Supreme Court has ruled that speech that substantially disrupts or undermines the
educational process can be limited. Do you think that applies in this case? Why or why
not?

Questions to Discuss
1. Should people who have views that demean individuals or groups on the basis of race,
gender, religion, etc., have a right to express them? Why or why not?
2. Do the students have a right to only hear “non-offensive” speech?
3. What role do college campuses play in making students feel safe and protected?
4. How would this university being public versus private affect the situation?
5. How would the situation be different if the speaker’s presentation was published in print
and distributed on campus by the group instead of delivered live?
6. How might political views/bias impact different actors in this situation?
7. Do you think free speech can be violent? If so, are protesters justified in responding with
violence?
8. What precedent might canceling this event create for future speakers?
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Background
In 2016, the Berkeley College Republicans (BCR) invited the well-known alt-right provocateur Milo
Yiannopoulos to speak on the University of California, Berkeley campus in February 2017. After the
event was announced, campus groups and students began criticizing the administration for allowing
the event to proceed, with some calling on school administrators to cancel the event. Many feared
that Yiannopoulos, who has a history of sexist, Islamaphobic, racist and transphobic comments,
would use his speech to target specific minority groups and individuals. In addition, rumors began to
circulate that he would publicly out undocumented students. While such claims were never
explicitly confirmed, many used them to protest the event and label Yiannopoulos’s planned speech
as “hate speech.” After receiving a letter from a group of faculty, then-Chancellor Nicholas Dirks
sent a letter to the campus affirming the rights of BCR to invite speakers to campus, noting that to
preemptively prevent Yiannopoulos from speaking would be in violation of the First Amendment.
The campus administration required the Berkeley College Republicans to raise up to $10,000 for
security costs, a standard practice with any host group.
On Feb. 1, the day the Yiannopoulos event was scheduled for, thousands of students planned to
gather outside the building where the speech was to take place. A Facebook event outlined the
details of the protest, which was intended to be peaceful. But as the evening drew nearer to the
start time of the event, a group of 150 individuals began inciting violence, throwing rocks and
smashing the windows of the building where the event was set to take place. A fire was lit outside,
and a flood light was knocked over. Campus police ultimately decided to cancel the event as the
rioting continued, citing concerns over the safety of Yiannopoulos and others in the area.
The aftermath of this incident included several concerns about the status of free speech on college
campuses. President Donald Trump’s tweet threatening funding at the university sparked national
anger, particularly after it was determined that the majority of the violent protesters were not UC
Berkeley students. The Berkeley College Republicans decried the violence and what they labeled
the death of the free speech movement, which UC Berkeley had been home to 53 years before.
Some students defended the use of violence as a means of canceling the event, claiming that
Yiannopoulos’s words might have been just as harmful. (A survey of college students nationwide in
September 2017 by the Brookings Institute found that 19% of students – including 20% of
Democratic-affiliated and 22% of Republican-affiliated students – believe that it is acceptable to
use violence to prevent someone from speaking.)
This incident was not the only recent case of speakers being prevented from speaking at college
campuses. At Middlebury College, Charles Murray was prevented from speaking, as was former
New York Police Department commissioner Ray Kelly at Brown University. At the University of
Pennsylvania, CIA Director John Brennan was shouted off the stage. The First Amendment Report
Card by the First Amendment Center noted that this pattern is one of the most significant threats
to free speech.
A white paper published by the Newseum Institute explores the issues surrounding free expression
on college campuses.

More Perspectives on the Issue
•
•
•
•

Read the open letter sent by UC Berkeley faculty members calling for the cancellation of
the event.
Read the op-ed by representatives from Berkeley College Republicans defending their
choice of speaker.
Read Chancellor Nicholas Dirks's statement affirming Yiannopoulos's right to speak on
campus.
Read how one student defends the violence at the protests as a form of self-defense.

“In fact, critical statements and even the demeaning ridicule of individuals are
largely protected by the Constitution; in this case, Yiannopoulos’s past words and deeds do not
justify prior restraint on his freedom of expression or the cancellation of the event.”
— Letter from UC Berkeley Chancellor Nicholas Dirks to the campus
“Yiannopoulos’ deplorable views pass from protected free speech to incitement, harassment
and defamation once they publicly target individuals in his audience or on campus, creating
conditions for concrete harm and actually harming students through defamatory and
harassing actions. Such actions are protected neither by free speech nor by academic
freedom.”
— Letter from UC Berkeley faculty to the administration
“The Berkeley College Republicans believe that we should err on the side of more speech
instead of less. Our campus is not a “safe space,” and true to Cal’s motto, “Fiat lux,” light will
be shed upon issues in ways that some may find uncomfortable. Students should use the
critical thinking skills they are supposedly taught at UC Berkeley to discern which of Mr.
Yiannopoulos’ comments constitute humor and which of them substance.”
— Op-ed written by representatives of the Berkeley College Republicans
“The Free Speech Movement is dead. Today, the Berkeley College Republicans’ constitutional right
to free speech was silenced by criminals and thugs seeking to cancel Milo Yiannopoulos' tour. Their
success is a defeat for civilized society and the free exchange of ideas on college campuses across
America. … It is tragic that the birthplace of the Free Speech Movement is also its final resting
place.”
— Berkeley College Republicans’ Facebook page

